
Drexel University, Department of Mathematics, Fall 2012

MATH – 235 - Problem Solving Seminar
Time: T 11:00pm-12:20pm, Room: Drexel Plaza GL 22

Instructor: Simon Foucart, Korman Center 269, foucart@math.drexel.edu
Office hours: T 10am-11am, W 10am-11am, W 2pm-3pm, and by appointment
Course web page: www.math.drexel.edu/˜foucart/teaching.htm
Textbook: No book is necessary, as the appropriate material will be provided in class. There
is a number of problem books you can use on the side — contact me for a list.

Prerequisites: MATH 200 (D as a minimum grade).

Course Format: The class meets weekly for 1.5 hours (hence is worth 1.5 credits). Typically,
thirty minutes are devoted to recalling (or introducing) tools needed to solve the problems
considered in the next hour. Weekly homework constitutes an essential part of the course.

Learning Objectives: By the end of the course, students will have

• developed their analytical skills by becoming efficient problem solvers,

• acquired practical knowledge of a wide range of mathematical techniques,

• improved their mathematical writing skills,

• gained an appreciation for the intellectual enjoyment of recreational mathematics,

• represented Drexel in regional and national competitions.

Course Description: The course is a preparation for two mathematical competitions: the
Putnam Competition and the Virginia Tech Contest. A ‘learn-by-doing’ approach is adopted
to cover many classical mathematical topics. These topics include (but are not limited to):
pigeonhole and inclusion-exclusion principles, sequences and series, mathematical induction,
generating functions, complex analysis, classical inequalities, linear algebra, group theory,
number theory, and modular arithmetic.

Grading and Homework: Participation in the Putnam Competition and the Virginia Tech
Contest is required for the maximal grade. Other than that, the grade will be based on perfor-
mance and progress in weekly homework, which consists of a dozen Putnam-style questions.
The grading for the homework will emulate the Putnam spirit: an solution is either right
or not worth any point. One should not get discouraged, though, as at least one half of the
competitors do not answer any question correctly. The final letter grade will not be an exact
reflection of these homework grades. It will be more generous, as the primary objective of the
course remains the enjoyment of problem solving (with a competitive twist).
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Extra Help: You are encouraged to come and discuss with me during my office hours for
more information on a particular topic (but not for some direct help on homework questions).
In addition to the office hours, you can receive extra assistance in the Math Resource Center
(Korman 247). The Resource Center is open Monday through Thursday from 10:00am to
7:00pm and Friday from 10:00am to 4:00pm.

Attendance Policy: Regular attendance is expected. Classes to be missed due to religious
holidays must be communicated to me during the first week. You are required to arrive on
time and stay the length of the class. If you do not attend a class, you are responsible for any
announcement made, any material covered, and any additional topic introduced during this
class. Office hours cannot be used for this purpose.

Electronic Etiquette: Cell phones must absolutely be put on silent mode and left closed.
If you have a family emergency and need to take a call during class, I shall be notified in
advance so that a special arrangement can be made.

Academic Honesty: Drexel’s policies described in the Student Handbook govern all work
subject to credit in this course.

Accommodation Procedure: Students with disabilities requesting accommodations and
services need to provide me with a current Accommodation Verification Letter before any
accommodation can be made. These letters are issued by the Office of Disability Services.

Important dates:
September 25: first lecture
October 5: last day to add/drop a course with Academic Advisor assistance
October 7: last day to add/drop a course via DrexelOne by 11:00 pm
October 27: Virginia Tech Contest
November 2: last day to withdraw from a course
December 1: Putnam Competition
December 4: last lecture
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